
Winter Fun with the Beekins in Naia Green
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Winter Fun with the Beekins in Naia Green

It was time for celebrating in Naia Green and Santa Paws was visiting each of the Beekins bringing them gifts

and cheer.

First the Welcomers were visited at the Welcome Mat! Each were given festive Food to eat and festive

Clothing to wear that winter. Hot cuppas were handed out and gifts were shared! Those Welcomers

greeted all the newcomers with smiles and Adjective blankets.

Next were the Eventers at the Enclave. Those Beekins were busy preparing for the upcoming fesitivities,

hanging decorations that were Adjective and Adjective . There were so many events planned!

There was Elf Herding and a Number Word Story.

The Bugges were in the Cavern, huddled around a Noun they just couldn't fix. When Santa Paws

arrived he knew just what had to be done! It seemed a Adjective bug had crept into the code, wires were

crossed, Adjective , and Adjective .

The Scribes were in their Office putting together a Adjective website to outline just what would be

happening through-out the day, letting all of the Beekins know they needed to be prepared for some

Noun fun! Santa Paws made sure to bring them a special treat: Food covered in sprinkles!



The Pixels were in their Studio creating beautiful holiday Noun to hand out. There were snowy

Noun and Adjective snowmen wearing Clothing , and twinkling snowflakes. Their

designs were made with love and care.

The Helpers were at their Centre, busy answering important questions. Do you need to use Number or

Number snowballs to build a snowman ? Coal or buttons for Part of Body ? Do they need

Clothing and a pipe?

The Masons were in the Workshop, planning out a Adjective gingerbread house to be explored that

evening. It was Number feet high and topped with gumdrops and Food and type of

Type of Candy . Santa Paws stopped by and supplied them with the icing needed to make the snow!

The Guardians were busy decorating their Hall from head to Part of Body and supervising those

Adjective furres waiting to take part in the events! They were busy at work and also making sure some

snowy furres didn't throw snow Noun at those who were innocently walking by.

The Beekin Teachers were at the Lounge when Santa Paws came to say hello! He came to teach them the secrets

of snow Noun building! They had sat down with Adjective eggnog and got to work.

As the festivities began, everyone was excited ! The Beekins would play until late into the night. At the end of

the



day they'd all settle down with a Adjective cuppa, maybe even a pongo juice, and a very, very large slice

of Adjective cake.
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